Abstract. Event-B is a state-based formal method that supports a refinement process in which an abstract model is elaborated towards an implementation in a step-wise manner. One weakness of Event-B is that control flow between events is typically modelled implicitly via variables and event guards. While this fits well with Event-B refinement, it can make models involving sequencing of events more difficult to specify and understand than if control flow was explicitly specified. New events may be introduced in Event-B refinement and these are often used to decompose the atomicity of an abstract event into a series of steps. A second weakness of Event-B is that there is no explicit link between such new events that represent a step in the decomposition of atomicity and the abstract event to which they contribute. To address these weaknesses, atomicity decomposition diagrams support the explicit modelling of control flow and refinement relationships for new events. In previous work, the atomicity decomposition approach has been evaluated manually in the development of two large case studies, a multi media protocol and a spacecraft sub-system. The evaluation results helped us to develop a systematic definition of the atomicity decomposition approach, and to develop a tool supporting the approach. In this paper we outline this systematic definition of the approach, the tool that supports it and evaluate the contribution that the tool makes.
Introduction
The Event-B formal method [1] is an evolution of classical B [2] . Event-B is proven to be applicable in a wide range of domains, including distributed algorithms, railway systems and electronic circuits. The Event-B modelling language has a simple notation and structure. States of a system are defined by variables and state changes of a system are defined by guarded actions, also called events. The basic specification construct is a machine that comprises of variables and events. Event-B supports refinement [3] in which an abstract model is elaborated towards an implementation in a step-wise manner. During refinement steps a model can be modified and enriched.
One weakness of Event-B is that control flow between events is typically modelled implicitly. Since the Event-B language is a state-based language, ordering between several events can only be modelled in event guards which include conditions on state variables. Because Event-B is also used to model systems with rich control flow properties, it has been observed that explicit control flow specification is beneficial [4] , [5] .
A second weakness of Event-B is that all refinement relationships between refinement events and the abstract events are not explicit. Refinement in Event-B can consist of introducing new events. Although the refinement process in Event-B provides a flexible approach to modelling, it is not able to explicitly show the relationships between abstract events and new events introduced during a refinement step.
To address these weaknesses, the atomicity decomposition approach [6] addresses the explicit control flow modelling and explicit refinement relationships representation. It provides a graphical notation to structure the refinement process and to illustrate the explicit ordering between events of a model. The atomicity decomposition graphical notation contains tree structured diagrams based on JSD structure diagrams by Jackson [7] . Semantics are given to an atomicity decomposition diagram by generating an Event-B model from it.
In the rest of this paper, "AD" refers to Atomicity Decomposition. The steps carried in our research are presented in Figure 1 . AD is first introduced by Butler [6] (step 1). It has been observed that methodological support for AD was weak. So we decided to evaluate and enhance the existing AD approach in [6] . For this reason we manually applied AD to two sizeable case studies, a multi media protocol and a space craft system (step 2). The first case study, the multi media protocol [8] , contains requirements to establish, modify and close a media channel between two endpoints for transferring multi media data. Second case study is based on a space craft system called BepiColombo [9] . The manual development processes of these case studies have been published in [10] and [11] respectively. Insights gained from these case studies, enable us to define a formal description of the AD language (ADL) and formal translation rules from AD diagrams to Event-B (step 3). Based on the ADL and translation rule descriptions, we have developed the AD tool support, as a plug-in for the Event-B tool-set, called Rodin (step 4). Our AD tool support, can automatically generate Event-B models from AD diagrams. And finally we re-develop the case study models using the provided AD tool support (step 5).
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The contribution of this paper is to present ADL and translation rules from AD diagrams to the Event-B language, covering steps 3, 4 and 5 of Figure 1 . We also outline the development of AD tool and the technologies that used in this tool development. One of our objective in this paper is to assess how application of translation rules, makes the automatic models of case studies more consistent and systematic, comparing with the previous manual ones. Moreover the recent automatic developments of case studies are briefly presented.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the Event-B method, atomicity decomposition approach, related works and an overview of case studies requirements; Section 3 contains the ADL description and definitions of translation rules; Section 4 presents the tool developed to support AD; In Section 5 we evaluate how AD tool, has helped us to enhance the development of case studies in a more consistence and systematic way; finally Section 6 concludes.
Background and Related Works
Event-B
The Event-B formal method [1] , [12] has evolved from classical B [2] and action systems [13] . Event-B is used in modelling and verifying consistency of models. The modelling language is based on set theory and first order logic.
A model in Event-B consists of several Contexts and Machines. Contexts contain the static part (types and constants) of a model while machines contain the dynamic part (variables and events). Contexts provide axiomatic properties of an Event-B model, whereas Machines provide behavioural properties of an Event-B model. A context can be "extended" by other contexts and "referenced" by machines. A machine can be "refined" by other machines and can reference contexts.
Building a model in Event-B usually starts with an abstract level, and continues in successive refinement levels. The abstract model provides a simple view of the system, focusing on main purposes of the system. Details are added gradually to the abstract model during refinement levels. In Event-B, refinement is used to introduce new functionality or add details of current functionality. One of the important features of Event-B refinement is the ability to introduce new events in a refinement level. From a given machine, Machine1, a new machine, Machine2, can be built as a refinement of Machine1. In this case, Machine1 is called an abstraction of Machine2, and Machine2 will said to be a concrete version of Machine1.
Rodin [14] is an Eclipse-based tool for formal modelling and proving in Event-B. Rodin has an open platform, and is an extensible and adaptable modelling tool. We have taken the advantage of the extensibility feature of the Rodin to develop a tool support for the AD approach.
Atomicity Decomposition Approach
Although refinement in Event-B provides a flexible approach to modelling, it has the weakness that we cannot explicitly represent the relationships between abstract events and new events which are introduced in a refinement level. The AD approach addresses this limitation. The idea is to augment Event-B refinement with a graphical notation that is capable of representing the relationships between abstract and concrete events explicitly. Using the AD approach has another advantage which is that we can represent event ordering explicitly. Figure 2 illustrates these two features of AD graphical notation.
Assume machine M1 on the left hand side of Figure 2 , refines machine M0 which contains the abstract specification of AbstractEvent. The machine M1 encodes its control flow (ordering between Event1 and Event2 ) via guards on the events. This control flow is made explicit in the AD diagram presented in the right hand side. This diagram explicitly illustrates that the effect achieved by AbstractEvent at the abstract level, machine M0, is realized at the refined level, machine M1, by occurrence of Event1 followed by Event2. The ordering of the leaf events is always from left to right (this is based on JSD diagrams of Jackson [7] ). The solid line indicates that Event2 refines AbstractEvent while the dashed line indicates that Event1 is a new event which refines skip. In the Event-B model of machine M1 on the left hand side, Event1 does not have any explicit connection with AbstractEvent, but the diagram indicates that we break the atomicity of AbstractEvent into two sub-events in the refinement. The parameter par in the diagram indicates that we are modelling multiple instances of AbstractEvent and its sub-events. Events associated with different values of par may be interleaved thus modelling interleaved execution of multiple processes. The effect of an event with parameter par, is to add the value of par to a set control variable with the same name as the event, i.e., par ∈ Event1 means that Event1 has occurred with value par. The use of a set means that the same event can occur multiple times with different values for par. The guard of an event with value par specifies that the event has not already occurred for value par but has occurred for the previous event, e.g., the guard of Event2 says that Event1 has occurred and Event2 has not occurred for value par.
Related Works
The desire to explicitly model control flow is not restricted to Event-B. To address this issue usually a combination of two formal methods are suggested. A good example of such an approach is Circus [15] combining CSP [16] and Z [17] . The combination of CSP and classical B [2] has also been investigated in [4] and [18] .
To provide explicit control flow for an Event-B model, a combination of two formal methods is presented in [19] which is based on using CSP alongside Event-B. As presented in Section 2.2, control flow can only be implicitly modelled in state variables and event guards in Event-B. On the other hand CSP is a processbased formalism, which explicitly supports specifying control flow via processes.
UML-B [20] provides a "UML-like" graphical front-end for Event-B. It adds support for class-oriented and state machine modelling. State machines provide us with a graphical notation to explicitly define event sequencing. Events are represented by transitions on a state machine, and control flow is specified by defining the source and target state of each transition.
Another method to explicitly define control flow properties of an Event-B model is suggested in [21] . This method extends Event-B models with expressions, called flows, defining event ordering. Flows are written in a language resembling those in process algebra.
All techniques outlined in this section, only deal with explicit event sequencing; they do not support the explicit refinement relationship, provided by atomicity decomposition diagrams. The atomicity decomposition approach provides a graphical front-end to Event-B along with other features such as supporting explicit event sequencing and expressing refinement relationships between abstract and refinement events. An extra feature of the AD approach is that the graphical front-end of it can provide an overall visualisation of the refinement structure, which is not supported by any of techniques outlined above.
Overview of Case Studies
This section outlines an overview of our case study systems, a multi media protocol [8] and a space craft system based on BepiColombo [9].
Multi Media Protocol This case study specifies a protocol for establishing, modifying and closing a media channel. A media channel is established for transferring multi-media data. There are three phases in the protocol: establish, modify and close. In the modification phase some properties of the established channel can be modified, such as the codec used for data.
It is worth to compare our approach to the multi media protocol with the approach taken by Zave and Cheung [8] . Zave and Chueng present Promela models of the behaviour of each end of the protocol and use the Spin model checker to verify that these models satisfy certain safety and liveness properties. In our approach with Event-B, we start with a more global view of the intension of the protocol and then use atomicity decomposition to arrive at models that have similar levels of detail to the Promela models.
Space Craft System Exploration of the planet Mercury is the main goal of the BepiColombo mission. One of the BepiColombo subsystems consists of a core and four devices. The core and the control software are responsible for controlling the power of devices and their operation states and to handle TeleCommand (TC) and TeleMessage (TM) communications. In our work, we treat a part of the BepiColombo system related to the management of TC and TM communications. The core software (CSW) plays a management role over the devices. CSW is responsible for communication with Earth on one hand and with the devices on the other hand. Here is the summary of the system requirements:
-A TeleCommand (TC) is received by the core from Earth.
-The CSW checks the syntax of the received TC.
-Further semantic checking has to be carried out on the syntactically validated TC. If the TC contains a message for one of the devices, it has to be sent to the device for semantic checking, otherwise the semantic checking is carried out in the core. -For each validate TC a control TeleMessage (TM) is generated and sent to Earth.
AD Language and Translation Rules
Atomicity Decomposition Language
To describe the AD language (ADL) syntax, we adopted Augmented BackusNaur Form (ABNF) [22] . ABNF is a metalanguage based on Backus-Naur Form (BNF). An excerpt of the ADL syntax, describing a single AD diagram, is presented in Figure 3 . This description is only a subset of the full ADL. It only includes three of AD constructors which are used in our case studies and are explained later in the following sections. There are other AD constructors which are not presented in this paper because of space limitation. Figure 3 , the ABNF of ADL may be described informally as follows:
-A flow consists of a name, zero or more parameters, followed by one or more children. Each child of a flow has a "ref " property. -A child is either a "leaf " with a name, or a constructor.
-A constructor is either a "loop" with one leaf as its child or a 'xor " with two or more leaves or an "one" with a parameter, followed by one leaf.
Translation Rules
Semantics are given to an AD diagram by generating an Event-B model from it, based on some translation rules. In this section, we discuss these translation rules. Here, due to space limitation, we only present translation rules that are used in our two case studies. 1 The initial AD diagrammatic notation in [6] has been extended with some AD constructors. Three of them, loop, xor and one, used in our case study developments are introduced here.
The main syntactic elements of an Event-B machine are variables, invariants, guards and actions. The encoding of AD diagrams in Event-B uses a collection of Event-B syntactic patterns such as typing invariants, sequencing invariants, partitioning invariants, disabling guards, sequencing guards and leaf actions. Our translation scheme defines a separate rule for each of these syntactic patterns. Figure 4 outlines the full list of translation rules used in this paper. Each translation rule defines a transformation from an AD source element to an Event-B destination element. Note that for each AD element usually there are more than one applicable translation rule. We explain the role of each translation rule using snippets taken from the case studies. We first explain the rules related to sequencing of events, then the rules for the loop constructor, a solid leaf, the xor and one constructors. The full set of translation rules is presented in the PhD thesis of the first author of this paper.
Sequencing Rules As discussed in Section 2.2, one major feature of AD diagrams is to explicitly represent sequencing between events. To illustrate this concept, we have taken a part of the most abstract level diagrams of BepiColombo system, presented in higher level of Figure 5 . In a most abstract diagram, the name of the system appears in an oval as the root node, and the names of the most abstract events appear in the leaves in an order from left to right. This diagram illustrates the scenario when a TC is received by the core, ReceiveTC event, and then it is validated by TC Validation Ok event.
The arrows in Figure 5 indicate the application of translation rules. For example, the TR1 arrow from the ReceiveTC leaf in the diagram to the ReceiveTC variable in the Event-B model shows that the application of TR1 rule to each source leaf, produces a variable in the Event-B model. The generated variables are later used to control the flow of the leaf events. Application of TR2 to the first leaf produces an invariant which defines the type of the leaf variable. Application of TR3 to the second leaf produces an invariant which describes the sequencing constraint between two leaf events. The sequencing invariant describes the second leaf variable as a subset of the previous leaf variable, since the second leaf event is allowed to execute only after execution of its previous leaf event.
In the most abstract diagram, since all leaves illustrate the most abstract events, there is no solid line. For each leaf with a dashed line, TR4 generates a non-refining event. The parameter of the leaf is transformed to the event parameter. For each leaf, TR5 generates a disabling guard, which describes that the leaf event has not executed for the same instance of the parameter before. For each non-first event, like TC Validation Ok here, another guard is needed to make sure that the previous event has been executed for the parameter value before; this translation is carried out via TR6. Finally TR7 adds an action for each leaf, which disables the corresponding leaf event for a specific parameter value.
Translation rules (TR1-TR7) that are outlined in Figure 4 and applied in this section, are only applicable to leaf nodes and encode sequencing collectively. We discuss the rest of rules in the following sections.
Loop Constructor The loop constructor is used to model zero or more executions of a leaf. Figure 6 presents the most abstract AD diagram of the multi media protocol which contains the loop constructor as its second child. The diagram states that first a media channel is established, then it can be modified zero or more times and finally it is closed. Considering Figure 6 , there is no variable generated for the leaf connected to the loop constructor, since we do not need to record the loop event execution. The event after the loop event can execute after execution of the event before the loop event (in the case of zero executions of the loop event). The loop event can execute several times before execution of next event. TR8 transforms the loop constructor to a guard in the loop event, modify. This guard checks that the event after loop, close, has not executed before, for the intended channel. The other Event-B elements in Figure 6 are generated via TR1-TR7 which have been described in the previous section (Figure 4 ). Figure 5 , is decomposed to three sub-events in a refinement level. Figure 7 presents the AD diagram of this decomposition. Validating a received TC is not atomic. It is done in two steps, checking the syntax, in TCCheck Ok event, and the semantics, in TCExecute Ok event, of a received TC. After syntax and semantics checks, in the third step, TCExecOk ReplyCtrlTM event, a control TM is produced and sent back to the earth. Considering Figure 7 , a solid line in an AD diagram has two effects. First, it is translated to an invariant which connects the abstract variable to the refinement variable (TR9); it is called a gluing invariant. Second, it is translated to an event which refines the abstract event in the root node (TR10).
Solid Line The abstract atomic TC Validation Ok event in
xor Constructor Exclusive choice between two or more events is introduced to the AD diagram with a new constructor called xor. An application of the xor constructor in BepiColombo development is presented in Figure 8 . A TC either belongs to the core or the device and not both of them. The figure illustrates a further level of refinement where the atomicity of semantics checking event, TCExecute Ok, is decomposed to an exclusive choice between two sub-events; TCCoreExecute Ok event checks the semantics of a TC which belongs to the core and TCDeviceExecute Ok event checks the semantics of a TC which belongs to the device. xor sub-leaves inherit the type of their line (solid/dashed) from the xor constructor. Considering Figure 8 , the xor constructor is connected to the root node with a solid line, therefore both xor sub-leaves are connected with solid lines and refine the abstract event in the root node.
There are two translation rules for the xor constructor. First the xor constructor is transformed to the partitioning invariant (TR11), which ensures exclusivity of execution. The partition operator in Event-B is defined as follows:
The generated partitioning invariant first describes the relationship between the abstract variable and the refinement variables: T CExecute Ok = T CCoreExecute Ok ∪ T CDeviceExecute Ok. Second it described the mutually exclusive property of the the xor sub-events:
The second translation rule (TR12) generates a guard for each xor sub-event. This guard describes the exclusiveness property of xor sub-events. The guard in each xor sub-even, checks that the other xor sub-events have not occurred for the intended value of the TC.
one Constructor The one constructor specifies execution of an event for exactly one instance value of a new parameter. An application of one constructor in BepiColombo development is presented in Figure 9 . Figure 9 illustrates that the TCExecOk ReplyCtrlTM event is decomposed to produce exactly one TM, in the TCExecOk ProcessCtrlTM event, followed by the completion action, TCExecOk CompleteCtrlTM event. As presented in Figure 9 , the one constructor adds a new parameter, the tm parameter, to its sub-event, TCExecOk ProcessCtrlTM. For each validated tc, exactly one control tm should be processed. To enforce this constraint, the one constructor is translated to an invariant and a guard. TR13 generates an invariant which defines the one constructor property describing that for each tc, the cardinality of the set of processed tms is at most one. And TR14 generated a guard to make sure that the one sub-event has not executed for the same value of intended tc before.
There are two more constructors, all and some, which adds a new parameter to their sub-events. The all constructor specifies execution of an event for all instance values of a new parameter. And the some constructor specifies execution of an event for some instance values of a new parameter. In this paper, we skip define them in depth.
Using the formal description of ADL, presented in in Figure 3 , the translation rules outlined in Figure 4 , can be defined formally. For instance, the formal description of TR1 is presented in Figure 10 . The left box contains the AD element description that transformed to the right box containing the description of the Event-B element. In the case of TR1, each leaf (not loop leaf) is transformed to a variable (with same name as the leaf) in destination Event-B model. 
Tool Support
Eclipse [23] , is a multi-language software development environment comprising an integrated development environment (IDE) and an extensible plug-in system. The Rodin platform is an Eclipse-based IDE for Event-B and is further extendable with plug-ins. By taking advantage of the extensibility feature of the Rodin platform for Event-B, we have developed a plug-in as tool support for the AD approach. The AD plug-in helps developers to build Event-B models more easily, since the AD plug-in addresses automatic generation of the Event-B models in term of control flows and refinement relationships. The AD plug-in allows users to define the AD diagram; then the AD diagram is automatically transformed to an Event-B model.
The development architecture is briefly presented in Figure 11 . We define the ADL specification in an EMF (Eclipse Modelling Framework) [24] meta-model, called source meta-model, and then the source meta-model is transformed to the Event-B EMF meta-model as the target meta-model. Currently AD diagrams are build as an EMF model, included in an Event-B machine. However we consider developing a graphical environment for the plug-in as future work. The transformation is done using the Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [25] . ETL is a rule-based model-to-model transformation language.
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Our AD tool addresses automatic generation of control flow in Event-B modelling. Moreover using the AD plug-in to create the Event-B model of a system, ensures a consistent encoding of the AD diagrams in a systematic way. The manually generated Event-B models are less systematic and less consistent, since on the time of developing them our experience of AD applications were not enough. The versions of the case studies reported in this paper are referred to as automatically generated models. We applied the tool to the two case studies and compared the automatic models with the manual models, reported in our earlier works. There are some differences between the automatic models and the manual models, which some of the more notable ones are described in this Section.
Naming Protocol
In the automatic Event-B models (like Figure 5) , each control variable has the same name as the corresponding event name. Whereas in the manual Event-B models, there was no specific naming protocol for variables name. Providing a unique naming protocol helps to understand the model more easily, and can help to track the ordering between events more easily.
Alternative Approaches of Control Flow Modelling in Event-B
There are different approaches to model control flow in Event-B. In the automatic Event-B model, we adopted the subset approach to model ordering between sequential events. Considering Figure 5 , the second control variable is a subset of the first one (inv1 ). The alternative way is disjoint sets. The Event-B model of disjoint sets for the diagram in Figure 5 is presented in Figure 12 . In this way the parameter tc is removed from ReceiveTC set variable in the body of TC Validation Ok event. One of the advantages of using the subset relationships in the Event-B models, is that the subset relationships between the control variables that represent different states of the model can be specified in the invariants of the model. Considering Figure 5 , invariant inv2 specifies the ordering relationship between control variables. This ensures that the orderings are upheld in the Event-B model more strongly than if specified only in the event guards. Moreover, having disjoint set variables would not allow us to model some of the constructors in a simple way as subset variables provide.
A Merged Guard versus Separate Guards
Considering the automatic Event-B model in Figure 5 , there is a separate guard for each predicate (grd1 and grd2 in the TC Validation Ok event). These separate guards are generated as a result of different translation rules (TR5 and TR6 respectively). Whereas in the manual Event-B model, we modeled all of the precondition predicates in a single guard. For instance, guards of TC Validation Ok event in Figure 5 , can be merged as a single guard (tc ∈ ReceiveT C \ T C V alidation Ok).
To verify the correctness and consistency of an Event-B model, some proof obligations are generated by Rodin provers. Some of the generated proof obligations are related to the guards verification. Proving such proof obligations generated for the manual Event-B models needs more effort comparing to the proof obligations generated for the automatic Event-B models, since the corresponding separated guards are simpler predicates compared to a merged guard.
Conclusion
In the previous publications we have demonstrated how the atomicity decomposition (AD) approach provides a means of introducing explicit flow control into Event-B development process. In this paper, we have presented the formal description of the atomicity decomposition language (ADL) and translation rules from the ADL to the Event-B language. We have developed a tool, supporting the atomicity decomposition methodology; the tool support is developed as a plug-in for the Event-B tool-set, Rodin. A brief description of AD tool development has been illustrated. Using translation rules developed in the AD tool, has helped us to develop the models of the previous case studies in an automatic way. Compared to the previous manual models of the case studies, the recent automatic models are more consistent and systematic. Some aspects of this improvement have been outlined.
The current AD tool does not provide a graphical environment of AD diagrams. Instead an AD diagram is represented as an EMF model that is manipulated using an EMF structure editor. We consider developing a graphical environment of AD diagrams as future work. Also future work is needed in order to improve the ADL and translation rules. For this reason, further applications of the AD approach using the AD tool is considered as future work.
